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Abstract. With the advancement of mobile applications, now it is possible to perform instant text 
translation using a smartphone’s camera. Because text translation within images is still a relatively 
new field of research, it is not surprising that the translation quality of these mobile applications is 
under-researched. This study aims to determine the image-to-text translation quality in the English to 
Lithuanian language direction using popular machine translation apps. To classify errors and evaluate 
the quality of translation, the present study adopts and customizes the Multidimensional Quality 
Metrics (MQM) framework (Lommel 2014). The obtained results indicate that image-to-text machine 
translation apps produce exceptionally low-quality translations for the English-Lithuanian language 
pair. Therefore, the quality of machine translation for low-resource languages such as Lithuanian 
remains an issue.
Keywords: machine translation, image-to-text applications, translation quality assessment, translation 
errors, multidimensional quality metrics

Mašininio vertimo kokybė vertimo programėlėse  
su integruotu vaizdo atpažinimu
Santrauka. Šiandien naujausiomis technologijomis grįstos vertimo programėlės su integruotu vaizdo 
atpažinimu suteikia galimybę išmaniuoju telefonu aptikti tekstą vaizde ir jį greitai išversti į norimą 
užsienio kalbą. Teksto vertimas vaizde yra dar visai nauja mokslinių tyrimų kryptis, tad šių mobiliųjų 
programėlių vertimo kokybė yra nepakankamai ištirta. Šio darbo objektas yra tekstų, išverstų pasitelkiant 
populiariąsias programėles su integruotu vaizdo atpažinimu, vertimo kokybė. Vertimo atlikto iš anglų 
kalbos į lietuvių kalbą su vaizdo atpažinimą integruojančiomis mašininio vertimo programėlėmis 
klaidų analizei pasirinkta adaptuota daugiamatė kokybės vertinimo sistema (angl. Multidimensional 
Quality Metrics) klasifikacija. Apibendrinus rezultatus, galima teigti, kad ištirtų vaizdo atpažinimą 
integruojančių programėlių vertimo iš anglų kalbos į lietuvių kalbą kokybė buvo itin prasta. 
Pagrindiniai žodžiai: mašininis vertimas, vaizdo atpažinimą integruojančios vertimo programėlės, 
vertimo kokybės vertinimas, vertimo klaidos, daugiamatė kokybės vertinimo sistema
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Introduction 

Nowadays, with just a simple app, users can snap a picture of a sign, a newspaper or 
a menu, and it will instantly provide a translation into a selected language. The ap-
plication identifies the text from the scene image and displays back the translation 
onto the phone’s screen. The benefits of image-to-text mobile translation applications 
are obvious, as it may provide an aid to travellers, language learners and may even as-
sist visually impaired navigate their surroundings. (Ramiah and Jayabalan 2015). The 
most widely used freely available machine translation (MT) applications, e.g., Google 
Translate, Microsoft Translator or Yandex, already incorporate an instant camera trans-
lation feature in their applications. Despite the substantial progress in technologies, 
text translation within the image is a relatively new field of research. Research on its 
translation quality is scarce in both international and native context. It is worth a men-
tion that so far there are only a few machine translation quality studies for the English-
Lithuanian language pair (Petkevičiūtė and Tamulynas 2011; Stankevičiūtė et al. 2017; 
Kasperavičienė et al. 2020, among others). The present study aims to determine the 
image-to-text translation quality in the English to Lithuanian language direction using 
best all-round machine translation systems. 

The objectives set for this study are to overview the recent studies on mobile ap-
plications for text-based image translation and translation quality assessment; to iden-
tify and classify errors present in the book cover translations made by image-to-text 
translation apps in English to Lithuanian language direction using a customized error 
typology based on the Multidimensional Quality Metrics (MQM) framework (Lom-
mel 2014); to identify the factors that contribute to the quality of translation produced 
by image-to-text mobile applications; to determine the most common translation er-
rors and compare the quality of translation of the selected image-to-text applications 
output. This study adopts quantitative and qualitative descriptive research design.

Mobile applications for text-based image translation 

By employing artificial neural networks, natural language processing and neural ma-
chine translation, the language translation is becoming a rather simple task for vari-
ous translation applications. Translation applications like text-to-text, text-to-speech, 
speech-to-speech and other translation apps on mobile devices are reshaping inter-
lingual communication, and at the same time hint at the shift to a more innovative 
future of technology. In addition to the fact that the implementation of translation 
technologies appears to have formed a completely different approach to translation and 
its quality, this topic has captured the entire attention of major technology companies, 
scholars, industry professionals and users.
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Numerous mobile applications with text extraction and translation tools have been 
proposed to facilitate communication among speakers of different languages. Real-time 
image (of words) to text translation mobile applications have been actively researched 
over the last decade e.g. Canedo-Rodríguez et al. (2009), Fragoso et al. (2011), Pet-
ter et al. (2011). Researchers also underline the immeasurable value of text extraction 
and translation technologies for the blind and visually impaired. Mobile applications 
that detect and read a text in natural scenes are an indispensable aid when navigating 
in both indoor and outdoor environments, retrieving a text and providing contextual 
clues for numerous vision tasks, e.g. Epshtein et al. 2010, among other authors. 

Thus, as for the performance of mobile applications for text-based image transla-
tion, the studies indicate certain patterns in text detection, text extraction and text 
translation quality. Hamad and Mehmet (2016) report on the most prevalent challeng-
es faced by optical character recognition (OCR) technologies in terms of good quality 
and high accuracy character recognition, because multiple mistakes while detecting 
and extracting text from images may occur. The authors provide the major determining 
factors for the accuracy and success of text detection and extraction: scene complexity, 
conditions of uneven lighting, skewness (rotation), blurring and degradation, tilting 
(perspective distortion), fonts, multilingual environments, warping (Mehmet 2016).

Above all, the pace of technological development has gained tremendous momen-
tum, and it is clear that the most recent translation functions of mobile applications 
are far advanced. Modern mobile translation tools such as mobile applications for text-
based image translation break down language barriers, accelerate cultural integration 
and enable easy access to the world’s ideas and knowledge to anyone.

Approaches to machine translation quality assessment 

The evaluation of MT quality is a fundamental field of research. MT error analysis 
is a way to identify weaknesses of translation systems, analyse and improve their per-
formance. MT system quality can be measured in different ways; however, the best 
practice for the evaluation of MT quality is considered either human or automatic 
assessment. 

The most reliable method so far for judging and measuring MT quality is hu-
man expert evaluation, where the quality of translation output is assessed by bilingual 
professionals in linguistics and translation. Though human MT evaluation has many 
benefits and is even considered the golden standard (Läubli et al. 2020), human evalu-
ation is time-consuming, expensive and rather subjective. Due to these limitations, 
today, in MT research, automated evaluation methods are the fastest, cheapest and 
effortless way to measure the effectiveness of an MT systems. For this reason, auto-
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mated metrics are a particularly common option for MT quality assessment. The most 
prominent metrics in the field are BLEU (Papineni et al. 2002) and METEOR (Baner-
jee and Lavie 2005). Even though these metrics are extensively used in MT research, 
scientists identify potential limitations of automated metrics (Babych 2014). All auto-
mated evaluation methods provide an overall translation performance assessment and 
quantitative scores; however, they lack detail on translation errors types. That being 
the case, to identify the MT systems strengths and weaknesses in more detail, various 
error typologies have been proposed for the comprehensive evaluation of MT quality 
and the classification of translation errors (Flanagan 1994; Vilar et al. 2006; Farrús et 
al. 2010, etc.).

Given the importance of MT quality assessment on the global level, in Lithuania, 
however, only a few studies exist for English to Lithuanian MT quality evaluation. One 
of the earliest attempts to discuss the importance of machine translation efficiency for 
the Lithuanian language was made by Labutis (2005). Daudaravičius (2006) briefly 
described features of MT systems and the evaluation criteria for quality assessment. 
Rimkutė et al. (2007) emphasised the importance of MT quality assessment and dis-
cussed linguistic peculiarities that arise in the machine translation process. Among 
the later approaches for English to Lithuanian, machine translation quality evalua-
tion for neural translation systems was conducted by Stankevičiūtė et al. (2017) and 
Kasperavičienė et al. (2020). However, one of the most valuable studies on the MT for 
English-Lithuanian quality evaluation was published by Petkevičiūtė and Tamulynas 
(2011), who determined the main indicators for translation quality as well as identified 
many practical translation problems faced by MT systems.

As the widespread adoption of artificial intelligence in MT engines continues to 
improve the quality of translation, repeated assessment of MT output is utterly impor-
tant. Major tech companies and MT system developers are constantly improving the 
quality based on weaknesses of translations MT systems produce. As a consequence, 
the output must be measurable in terms of quality and this is especially crucial for low-
resource languages lacking large monolingual or parallel corpora.

Multidimensional Quality Metrics 

In regards to the limitations of previous MT quality assessment methods, Lommel et 
al. (2014) have developed the most detailed and exhaustive evaluation scheme called 
Multidimensional Quality Metrics (MQM). This framework is based on the best exist-
ing translation quality assessment practices and, on that account, is a highly systematic 
and unified method to evaluate MT quality (Lommel 2018). MQM can be easily 
adapted to manual, semi-automatic, and automatic evaluation environments. Lommel 
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et al. (2014) indicate that users can customize their metrics, and for this reason, MQM 
can be used in many different quality evaluation environments and tasks. Another 
advantage of MQM is that it is a language-neutral metric and applicable to any exist-
ing language. For its many benefits, MQM has already been employed by a number of 
researchers in the field (Klubička et al. 2017; Vardaro et al. 2019, etc.).

The hierarchical list of quality issue types is a fundamental component of a sys-
tematic MQM framework. The hierarchy contains over 100 error types of different 
levels, which cover all major existing translation quality evaluation metrics (Lommel 
2018). The core of MQM is organized into eight primary branches or dimensions: ac-
curacy, fluency, terminology, locale-convention, style, verity, design, internationaliza-
tion (Lommel et al. 2018).

The idea of this research is to evaluate the machine-translated text present in the 
text-based image produced by mobile applications. The main reasons for choosing the 
MQM framework are the following. Since the environment of the research material, 
e.g. text on images is quite uncommon, hence it is not clear what types of errors will be 
required to perform error analysis and what problems will arise in the MT output. For 
this reason and those mentioned above, it can be assumed that this unified systematic 
framework metric is best suited for the purposes of this research.

Methodology

Non-fiction book cover titles in English were selected as research material for this 
study. The rationale for choosing book titles is that the translation of the book title us-
ing image-to-text mobile application could perfectly indicate the effectiveness of such 
an application when rendering the meaning from one language to another language, 
as well as demonstrate whether translating with these applications can truly help the 
user to understand any textual content provided in the foreign language. The choice of 
selecting Google Translate and Microsoft Translator mobile applications has been in-
spired by the fact that they are the most widespread among users and support the larg-
est number of language options; in this way, they increasingly expand their usability. 
Both Google and Microsoft applications combine image processing, optical character 
recognition (OCR) and language identification technologies. The applications recog-
nize the written text from the image and overwrite it with a translation. 

Following Lithuanian language peculiarities and the specifics of the evaluation 
task, it was decided to partially rearrange and supplement the MQM hierarchy. The 
custom error classification is arranged in hierarchical levels. Two main branches of the 
taxonomy, accuracy and fluency, descend into the following levels: category, subcat-
egory, children, sub children. The following modifications were made to the proposed 
MQM tag set. On the accuracy level, which tackles the relationship between the source 
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and the target text, the following changes were applied. To distinguish terminology 
errors from mistranslation errors, a supplementary category of terminology errors has 
been added to the accuracy branch. Additionally, to get a view of how much content is 
being left untranslated in the target text by image-to-text applications, the untranslated 
error category was extended in three additional levels: word, phrase, sentence-level is-
sue types. Furthermore, since one of the objectives of this study was to identify factors 
contributing to the quality of translation produced by image-to-text mobile applica-
tions and taking into account that image-to-text applications face text detection and 
extraction issues, a custom text detection/extraction subcategory was added to the tag 
set. Considerably, this custom error type will give insights into how text extraction and 
detection issues a� ect the overall quality assessment score. In a similar case, the � u-
ency branch, which addresses the linguistic form or content of a text, was marginally 
extended. Taking into consideration the grammatical categories and morphological 
complexity of the Lithuanian language, custom issue types of person, number, gender 
and case were added to the grammar child category agreement. � is possibly will be 
useful when assessing the quality of MT systems adapted to the Lithuanian language. 
Furthermore, to distinguish between common spelling errors and capitalization errors 
present in the translation, the subcategory capitalization was added to the spelling 
category. Figure 1 shows the custom MQM-compliant taxonomy used for the manual 
error annotation in this study. 

Fig. 1. � e custom MQM-compliant taxonomy
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Accordingly, errors present in translations were manually annotated and analysed 
in compliance with a developed custom metric. Given the fact that the Lithuanian 
language is morphologically, lexically and semantically complex, the granularity of this 
metric will help to grasp the language-specific nuances in the translated texts. Further-
more, it provides a detailed insight into particular errors produced by image-to text 
applications. 

Results 

This section presents the results of Google Translate and Microsoft Translator image-
to-text applications translation error analysis. Each application translated a total of 
355 book covers, making it a total of 2786 (17862 characters, no spaces) input words 
per system. In the form of raw translation error count for each application, Google 
Translate made 1105 translation errors and Microsoft Translator made 1227 transla-
tion errors. The quantitative data collected from both applications output indicate 
the exceptionally low translation quality. Google image-to-text application translated 
4.79% of all book covers correctly, while Microsoft application translated 3.66% of 
book covers correctly. Table 1 illustrates the total number and percentages of correctly 
and incorrectly translated book titles for each system. 

Table 1. Count of correctly and incorrectly translated book titles

App Error No error Total

Google 338 95.21% 17 4.79% 355 100%

Microsoft 342 96.34% 13 3.66% 355 100%

Google application produced a total of 338 incorrect translations, of which 
48.96% were accuracy errors and 51.04% were fluency errors. Meanwhile, Microsoft 
application made 342 incorrect translations, of which 48.49% were accuracy errors 
and 51.51% were fluency errors. It was indicated that the majority of translation errors 
were found within the grammar, mistranslation, spelling, terminology, and untrans-
lated categories. The overall study result implies that the Google application achieves 
slightly better results than the Microsoft application. Table 2 illustrates translation er-
ror counts and error distribution of major categories in both image-to-text applications 
after the manual annotation.
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Table 2. Translation error counts and distribution of major categories

Google App Microsoft App

Error counts (n, %) Error counts (n, %)

Accuracy

Addition 15 1.36% 19 1.55%
Mistranslation 218 19.73% 209 17.03%
Omission 35 3.17% 67 5.46%
Terminology 172 15.57% 123 10.02%
Untranslated 58 5.25% 99 8.07%
Text/detection extraction 43 3.89% 78 6.36%
Accuracy total 541 48.96% 595 48.49%

Fluency

Grammar 373 33.76% 394 32.11%
Spelling 171 15.48% 205 16.71%
Typography 13 1.18% 20 1.63%
Unintelligible 7 0.63% 13 1.06%
Fluency total 564 51.04% 632 51.51%

Distribution of accuracy errors

Errors within the accuracy branch address the relationship between the source text and 
the target text. The following categories were selected for accuracy branch error iden-
tification and analysis: addition, mistranslation, terminology, omission, untranslated 
(word, phrase, sentence), text detection/extraction issues. In total, under the accuracy 
branch, 541 errors were annotated in Google output, and 595 errors in Microsoft 
output (see Table 2). Mistranslation errors, a total of 218 (19.73%), were the most fre-
quent within Google output, followed by 172 terminology (15.57%), 58 untranslated 
(5.25%), 43 text detection/extraction issues (3.89%), 35 omission (3.17%), and 15 
addition (1.36%) errors. Similarly, the most frequent error categories within Microsoft 
output were mistranslation errors, a total of 209 (17.03%), followed by 123 terminol-
ogy (10.02%), 99 untranslated (8.07%), 78 text detection/extraction issues (6.36%), 
67 omission (5.46%), and 19 addition (1.55%) errors. Through the results, it is clear 
that Microsoft yielded marginally fewer mistranslation and terminology errors. How-
ever, Google produced fewer addition and untranslated content errors and had fewer 
text detection/extraction issues. 

The following example illustrates the mistranslation error when the text is trans-
lated directly and does not reflect the original idea of the title. It is important to note 
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that in the original book title the text is displayed into 3 separate lines: line 1 Write it, 
line 2 right, line 3 the secrets of eff ective writing; it may be argued that the app detected 
and extracted the text from three separate segments, which results in a literal transla-
tion and defi nitely impacts to the translation quality.

Source (eng) Google App (lt)
1) Write it right. � e secrets of e� ective writing Užrašyk tai teisė veiksmingo rašymo slaptai

In example (1) above, the phrase Write it right was translated by Google Trans-
late App as užrašyk tai teisė, which is a literal translation. Th e prefi x -už placed at the 
beginning of a word užrašyk (write down) modifi es its meaning. Th e adjective right is 
translated as a noun instead of an adjective, and for this reason, the meaning of the 
word becomes related to the cause of truth or justice. In addition to this, the pronoun 
it/tai should have not been translated. In the phrase the secrets of eff ective writing, the 
noun secrets was translated as an adjective slaptai (secretly), which results in rendering 
an incorrect meaning of the original title. 

Th e second-largest category of errors within the accuracy branch was terminology 
errors. Terminology errors often occurred when translating book titles in economics, 
linguistics, or other specifi c fi elds. Example (2) below demonstrates terminology errors 
in both image-to-text translation applications.

Source (eng) Microsoft App (lt)
2) Total Quality Management: Text with Cases Viso kokybės valdymas tekstas su byloms
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Microsoft App translated the term Total Quality Management as Viso kokybės 
valdymas. To clarify, the application simply translates the three-word term word-for-
word, which is why the output loses its meaning. The correct translation approved by 
the Term Bank of the Republic of Lithuania is visuotinės kokybės vadyba. It should be 
pointed out that the source of the text was laid out on one single line, so the applica-
tion had full potential to detect the whole term and translate it correctly. It is notice-
able that the translation quality of the terminology is dependent on a few factors. 
Again, terminology errors may be due to the fact that applications do not include these 
terms in their corpora. In addition to that, the layout of the text on the cover plays a 
big role in the MT output quality. In cases where the words of the multiword term are 
laid out in different lines, the applications do not see them as a single term and this 
highly affects the translation output yielded from the MT engine. 

Mistranslation and terminology were the most common errors annotated in both 
image-to-text applications output. The main factors that resulted in incorrect transla-
tions of the content and terminology were text layout, the complexity of the book’s cover 
design and the training corpora. Microsoft App achieved better results than Google App 
in terms of correct terminology; however, more errors occurred in omission, untranslated 
and text detection/extraction categories. Another major finding of this study was that text 
detection and extraction success was heavily dependent on the overall book cover’s design 
and colour, text layout and rotation, font type and colour. Most importantly, text detec-
tion and extraction issues significantly influenced the quality of the translation.

Distribution of fluency errors

Errors in this branch regard the linguistic well-formedness of the text, irrespective of 
whether the text is a translation or an original text. In other words, the target text has 
linguistic issues which prevent it from being understood. In the fluency error branch, 
these error categories were selected for further analysis: grammar (word form, word 
order, function words etc.), typography, spelling (capitalization) and unintelligible er-
ror categories. In total, under the fluency branch, 564 errors were annotated in Google 
output, and 632 errors in Microsoft output (see Table 2). For the Google App, the 
grammatical errors were the most problematic point, a total of 373 (33.76%) errors, 
followed by 171 spelling errors (15.48%), 13 typography errors (1.18%) and 7 un-
intelligible (0.63%) errors. Correspondingly, grammatical errors were the most trou-
blesome for the Microsoft App, a total of 394 (32.11%) and were followed by 205 
spelling errors (16.71%), 20 typography errors (1.63%) and 13 unintelligible (1.06%) 
errors. Though error distribution for Google and Microsoft output follows a somewhat 
similar pattern, Google image-to-text application performs better in all four categories 
compared with Microsoft application. 
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Considering that agreement errors were the most commonly detected in both 
systems under the word form subcategory, the given example bellow illustrates the 
particular case in both image-to-text apps.

Source (eng) Google App (lt), Microsoft App (lt)

3) Supply Chain Management: Strategy, 
Planning, and Operation

Tiekimo grandinė Valdymas

Tiekimo grandinė valdymo strategija, 
planavimas ir veikla

  

As an example, the phrase Supply Chain Management in both applications output 
text is translated disregarding the case agreement rules of the Lithuanian language. In 
both apps output, the noun grandinė (chain) which is in the nominative case should 
have been translated here as the genitive case grandinės. Also, it can be seen that Micro-
soft made another case agreement mistake in the same book title, i.e. the noun valdymo 
(management) which is in the genitive case should have been rendered in the nomina-
tive case. In another example, a spelling mistake is demonstrated.

Source (eng) Google App (lt)

4) Behind the Manipulation: Th e Art of 
Advertising Copywriting

Paamipulacija reklamos kupraktavimo menas
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Paamipulacija is an attempt to translate the word Manipulation; however, the let-
ter sequence used makes no sense and no such word exists in the Lithuanian language. 
In the same way, a formation kupraktavimo is an attempt to render the word advertis-
ing. Again the translation of a word is faulty and such word does not exist in Lithu-
anian. When examined more closely, the most likely causes of incorrectly spelt words 
might be related to the process of text detection and extraction; consequently, the app 
generates a meaningless letter combination in the output text.

The analysis showed that errors under the fluency branch made a significant im-
pact on the translation quality. The most common issues with both image-to-text apps 
were grammatical and spelling errors. Taken together, the findings of the study revealed 
that apps had difficulties combining individual words into a coherent sense. Literal 
translations of words predominated, and words were rendered in incorrect word forms. 
Apps followed the pattern of the original text and simply replaced the words in the 
manner they are written on the original, disregarding the correct word form, word 
order, spelling or typography rules of the target language. The book cover’s design, text 
layout, and font type all contributed to the quality of translation. Apps faced problems 
when translating complex text layouts or handwritten font types. Google image-to-text 
App surpassed Microsoft App in all fluency branch categories. However, the two apps 
still produced a significant number of fluency errors that resulted in extremely poor 
translation quality.

Although the current study has demonstrated the performance level of the image-
to-text apps, yet the results are hardly comparable with most other studies on the 
mentioned apps. Virtually nothing was found in the literature available regarding the 
produced translation quality of image-to-text apps, analysis of translation errors or 
their usability in various communication processes within society or its groups.  More-
over, since the Lithuanian language is a low-resource language, the produced quality 
and error rate might be different from high-resource language combinations. It would 
be interesting to compare the results and error tendencies image-to-text apps in other 
high/low-resource languages.

Conclusion

The purpose of the current study was to determine the image-to-text translation qual-
ity based on the identification and human assessment of the most common translation 
errors in the English to Lithuanian language direction using two well-known mobile 
translation applications, Google Translate App and Microsoft Translator App. 

Among the different translation quality assessment methods discussed, the Mul-
tidimensional Quality Metrics framework (MQM) was selected as the most fitting for 
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the current study as it is one of the recent, flexible and most comprehensive, language-
neutral methods for translation quality evaluation. A customized taxonomy based on 
MQM served as a reliable instrument to identify and classify errors present in the book 
cover translations produced by Google and Microsoft image-to-text translation apps 
in English to Lithuanian language direction. This study has found that the success of 
translation is highly dependent on the overall book cover’s design and colour, text lay-
out, text rotation, font type and colour. Google and Microsoft image-to-text apps face 
text detection and extraction issues that strongly influence the quality of the transla-
tion. Also, both apps fail to translate complex text layouts, handwritten font types or 
rotated text. Furthermore, the findings of the study indicate that grammar, mistransla-
tion, spelling, terminology, and untranslated are the most common errors identified in 
both image-to-text apps output. The Google App achieves slightly better results than 
Microsoft App in most of the error categories. Microsoft App surpasses Google App 
only in terms of correct terminology and mistranslated content; however, it fails in all 
other error categories. This study has found that generally image-to-text apps follow 
the pattern of the original text and potentially replace words in the manner they are 
written on the source. For this reason, image-to-text apps are lacking MT training 
attributes when combining individual words into a coherent meaning or following 
spelling and typography rules of the target language. Literal translations dominate, dis-
regarding the correct word form, word order, or meaning. Taken together, these results 
show that both Google and Microsoft image-to-text apps produce exceptionally low-
quality translations for English/Lithuanian language pair and that there are so many 
issues to be addressed to improve their performance and the quality of translation.
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